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Abstract—This paper applies score and feature normalisation
techniques to parts-based Gaussian mixture model (GMM) face
authentication. In particular, we propose to utilise techniques that
are well established in state-of-the-art speaker authentication,
and apply them to the face authentication task. For score normal-
isation, T-, Z- and ZT-norm techniques are evaluated. For feature
normalisation, we propose a generalisation of feature warping to
2D images, which is applied to discrete cosine transform (DCT)
features prior to modelling. Evaluation is performed on a range of
challenging databases relevant to forensics and security, including
surveillance and access control scenarios. The normalisation
techniques are shown to generalise well to the face authentication
task, resulting in relative improvements in half total error rate
(HTER) of between 17% and 62%.
Index Terms—biometrics, face authentication, face recognition,
feature warping, score normalisation, Gaussian mixture mod-
elling
I. INTRODUCTION
FACE authentication remains a challenging problem be-cause of the high degree of variability across images,
which can be influenced by lighting conditions, facial expres-
sion and pose. Recently, there has been a focus on removing
this variability by normalising the images during preprocess-
ing, for example by filtering the image to reduce the effects of
illumination variation [1]. In contrast, this article focuses on
robust techniques for normalisation in two stages that have so
far received less attention, that is, normalisation of the features
and normalisation of the output scores.
For face authentication, this work uses the parts-based
approach proposed in [2], whereby the distribution of fea-
tures extracted from images of a person’s (subject’s) face
is described by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) . In [3],
[4], this approach was found to offer the best trade-off in
terms of complexity, robustness and discrimination. Notably,
a GMM modelling framework similar to that described above
for face authentication has also been used with much success
for speaker authentication [5], [6]. One of the reasons for the
success of this framework in speaker authentication is the use
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of effective feature and score normalisation techniques, which
have been shown to improve performance substantially [7].
The goal of this paper is to apply these well-established
techniques to face authentication, and evaluate the results
on a range of face authentication databases that are relevant
to forensics and security, including surveillance and access
control scenarios.
For score normalisation, we evaluate the techniques of
T-norm, Z-norm [8] and ZT-norm [9]. These techniques aim
to scale output scores to a global distribution in a subject-
centric (Z-norm) or probe-centric (T-norm) manner in or-
der to facilitate the application of a global score threshold
across varying enrolment and probe image conditions. While
Z-norm has received some limited attention in the field
of face authentication [10]–[13], this paper is the first to
present a comprehensive comparison of T-norm, Z-norm and
ZT-norm for face authentication, on a variety of challenging
databases.
For feature normalisation, we investigate mean and variance
normalisation (MVN) [14] and the more advanced technique
of feature warping (FW) [15]. While MVN assumes that the
effects to be normalised are stationary throughout a given
image, FW utilises local information under the assumption
that these effects vary within the image. This is achieved by
transforming each value to a normalised value representative of
its rank with respect to neighbouring feature vectors. Feature
warping was originally applied to speaker authentication [15],
where normalisation was performed on a sequence of feature
vectors in time. In this work, we develop a novel generalised
feature warping algorithm that can be applied to a two-
dimensional lattice of feature vectors for face authentication.
The application of feature and score normalisation results
in substantial reductions in face authentication error rate when
evaluated on the challenging and publicly-available BANCA,
SCface and MOBIO databases, with complementary improve-
ments from both feature and score normalisation techniques.
Section II first provides a background of GMM-based face
authentication. Section III describes the score normalisation
techniques pursued here, while Section IV focuses on feature
normalisation including a description of the proposed method
of applying feature warping to 2D face images. In Sections
V and VI, experimental results are reported, followed by
conclusions in Section VII.
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Input image Image blocks
A feature vector
from each block
Fig. 1. This figure presents the concept of dividing the face into blocks and
obtaining feature vectors from each block (a parts-based topology).
II. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODELLING FOR FACE
AUTHENTICATION
The parts-based topology using Gaussian mixture modelling
(GMM) was first applied to face authentication in [2] and
has since been used by several researchers [4], [16], [17]. As
shown in Figure 1, the method decomposes the face into an
overlapping set of blocks, each of which is then considered
to be a separate observation of the same signal (the face).
Since features are extracted from each part of the face inde-
pendently, the approach is naturally robust to occlusion, local
transformation and face mis-localisation, and has been found
to offer the best trade-off in terms of complexity, robustness
and discrimination [3], [4]. This approach relies on estimating
the distribution of features using a GMM for each subject, then
performing authentication by calculating a likelihood ratio
between the subject model and a universal background model
(UBM). Another strength of this GMM-based framework is
that the resulting likelihood ratio can theoretically be used
in forensics cases where, in a Bayesian interpretation, such
a measure represents the strength of forensic evidence. The
rest of this section describes the main processing stages of
the framework, including image registration, pre-processing,
feature extraction and classification.
A. Image Registration and Pre-processing
The image is converted to grayscale, cropped and registered
using manually or automatically-localised eye positions. In this
paper, experiments use manually-annotated eye positions. The
resulting image is 64 × 80 pixels with a distance between
the eyes of 33 pixels, where the two eyes are aligned on
the horizontal axis and the center of each eye is located 16
pixels down and 16 pixels in from the border of the image.
Each cropped image is then processed using Tan & Triggs
normalisation [1], which consists of gamma correction, differ-
ence of Gaussian (DoG) filtering then contrast equalisation.
In section VI, images were not pre-processed using Tan &
Triggs normalisation for experiments on the SCface database,
as it did not improve performance in that case only.
B. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction consists of segmenting a pre-processed
image into a set of overlapping blocks and extracting a
feature vector of 2D-Discrete Cosine Transform (2D-DCT)
coefficients from each block. Blocks are exhaustively sampled
from the image, that is, sampled from the image with a step
size of 1 pixel. This was consistently found to provide the
best performance compared to sampling blocks with a lesser
degree of overlap. The pixel values in each block are then
mean and variance-normalised. From each of the K blocks in
an image, we retain only the subset of D 2D-DCT coefficients
that correspond to the low frequency range, since they are less
susceptible to noise. The subset of low frequency coefficients
is selected using the zig-zag pattern described in [18]. Each
image is thus represented by a set of K feature vectors,
O =
{
o1,o2, . . . ,oK
}
.
C. GMM Classifier
The classifier works by modelling the distribution of feature
vectors for a subject with a GMM, estimated using background
model adaptation [4], [5], [16]. Background model adaptation
utilises a universal background model (UBM), m, as a prior
for deriving subject models using maximum a posteriori
(MAP) adaptation [5]. The UBM is trained using maximum
likelihood training from face images of a large number of
individuals [19]. The ith subject model si is then formed
by adapting the UBM to better match the observations of
the subject’s enrolment data. In this work we only adapt the
means of the GMM components and use diagonal covariance
matrices, as this requires fewer observations to perform adap-
tation [5] and has already been shown to be effective for face
authentication [4], [16].
Once a subject model is trained, a probe image, Ot, can be
authenticated against the model by calculating a log-likelihood
ratio (LLR),
h (Ot, si) = log
(
K∏
k=1
p(okt | si)
p(okt |m)
)
(1)
=
K∑
k=1
log(p(okt | si))− log(p(okt |m)). (2)
By applying a threshold value, τ , the LLR (or score) can then
be used in a decision rule where Ot is said to match to subject
model si if and only if h (Ot, si) ≥ τ . Recently, [20] proposed
an alternative classification scheme for pairs of images using
an L1 distance between histograms of zeroth order UBM
statistics. In this paper, we choose to use standard LLR
classification and focus on normalisation techniques within
this framework.
In recent years, a simplified approximation of (2) termed
linear scoring has been widely adopted in the speaker authen-
tication literature and is also adopted in this work. For a full
explanation readers are referred to [21]. Briefly, linear scoring
uses the following first order approximation to (2):
hlinear (Ot, si) = s¯
>
i Σ
−1F¯ (3)
s¯i = si −m (4)
F¯ = F −Nm. (5)
In this notation, si and m are CD × 1 supervectors, formed
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by concatenating the C GMM component means. Similarly,
Σ =
Σ1 . . .
ΣC
 , N =
N1I . . .
NCI
 (6)
where Σc is the covariance matrix of the c’th UBM component
and I is the D × D identity matrix (D is the feature
dimensionality). Finally, Nc and Fc are the zeroth and first
order UBM statistics of the probe image,
Nc =
K∑
k=1
P
(
c|ok) , Fc = K∑
k=1
okP
(
c|ok) (7)
and F is the CD × 1 supervector obtained by concatenating
Fc for c = 1, . . . , C. This approximation leads to much faster
scoring and no degradation in face authentication accuracy, as
found in preliminary experiments.
III. SCORE NORMALISATION
Score normalisation has long been an integral part of
speaker authentication technology [6]. Score normalisation
aims to counteract statistical variations in output scores due to
changes in the conditions across different enrolment and probe
samples. This is achieved by scaling distributions of system
output scores to better facilitate the application of a single,
global threshold for authentication.
The most widely adopted methods in speaker authentication
literature are zero-normalisation (Z-norm) and probe- or test-
normalisation (T-norm) [8]. Both techniques use mean and
variance normalisation,
h =
h− µ
σ
, (8)
where h and h are the raw and normalised scores, respectively,
while the scaling parameters µ and σ are the mean and
standard deviation of an impostor score distribution (assumed
to be Gaussian) estimated on a held-out or cohort data set. It
is the manner in which these scaling parameters are estimated
that distinguishes Z-norm from T-norm.
Z-norm operates in a subject-centric manner such that µi
and σi are determined from the impostor score distribution
found by comparing all images in the cohort data set to
the subject model si. The Z-norm parameters can thus be
pre-computed during the enrolment stage, which ensures that
Z-norm adds negligible computational load to scoring. T-norm,
on the other hand, works in a probe-centric manner. Firstly,
impostor models are trained for each subject in the cohort data
set, in the same way as the subject models. The probe image
being authenticated is then compared to each of these models
to generate an impostor score distribution. From this score
distribution, µt and σt are derived and used to normalise the
scores from probe image Ot via (8). T-norm thus introduces
extra computation during scoring, as the probe image needs
to be compared to each cohort model in order to estimate
the T-norm parameters. This computational cost is somewhat
ameliorated by using fast linear scoring (Section II-C), and
can be controlled by tuning the size of the cohort set to meet
the speed requirements of the application. Common practice
in speaker authentication is to employ ZT-norm, in which
Z-norm is applied prior to T-norm [6].
Score normalisation for face authentication has received
limited attention in the literature. In [10], Z-norm was applied
to face authentication, however, T-norm was not considered
nor was the use of a GMM parts-based framework. The
work of [12], [13] applied Z-norm for images that were
captured either in one of several discrete conditions, or with
an estimated quality. In [22], [23], a form of probe-centric
score normalisation was applied whereby the development/test
sets were used directly as the cohort data set for score
normalisation. In this way, score normalisation was essentially
applied in a closed-set authentication task, since scores were
normalised with respect to the scores from the complete set of
potential impostors. In contrast to [22], [23], this work aims to
simulate performance in real world applications where anyone
can attempt to access the system, that is, the considerably
more difficult open-set authentication task. In practice, this
requires that the subjects in the cohort data set are disjoint from
those in the development/test sets.1 This work is the first to
evaluate T-norm in this context. We present an analysis of face
authentication using Z- and T-, and ZT-norm in Section VI.
IV. FEATURE NORMALISATION
The previous section detailed the normalisation of classi-
fication scores. In this section, we instead focus on normal-
isation of the features prior to modelling. Two of the most
successful approaches to feature normalisation in the field of
speaker authentication are mean and variance normalisation
(MVN) [14] and the more advanced technique of feature
warping (FW) [15]. Both techniques aim to remove within-
class variation that is realised as differences in the distributions
of feature vectors from the same subject.
A. Mean and Variance Normalisation
Mean and variance normalisation (MVN) [14] is a straight-
forward technique in which feature values from a particular
image are normalised to have zero mean and unit variance.
This is applied independently to each feature dimension.
MVN was originally developed to remove stationary chan-
nel offsets from features extracted from a speech recording
(or utterance), in an attempt to make features acquired over
different channels more comparable. In terms of 2D-DCT
features extracted from a facial image, this can viewed as
a means of normalising for noise introduced to an image in
different frequency bands, which may occur due to different
image qualities, artifacts, noise, or lighting variations between
enrolment and probe images, for example.
B. Feature Warping
Feature warping [15] performs local normalisation of fea-
ture vectors using a sliding-window. In speaker authentication,
1In an operational system, it may or may not be trivial to ensure that the
set of cohort subjects is disjoint from the set of real users, however, this is
only an issue for users in the intersection of the sets, which even in the worst
case should be of negligible size relative to the number of users.
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feature warping applies the sliding window in the time di-
mension, in order to remove time-varying noise from speech
features. That is, in contrast to MVN, FW was developed
to additionally counteract slow-varying channel or acoustic
conditions in the speech signal. To apply the idea to face
authentication, we propose to apply the sliding window in
the spatial domain, to compensate for noise that varies across
the face region. It is hypothesised that FW will assist face
authentication performance particularly when light and other
noise sources do not fall across the face in a uniform manner.
Feature warping-like techniques have been applied to some
problems in image processing, however, to the best of our
knowledge feature warping has thus far never been applied to
face authentication. In [24], Struc et al apply a similar warping
function for palmprint recognition. However, the function is
applied across the dimensions of each feature vector, rather
than within each dimension across the feature vectors within
a neighbouring region. In [25], Struc et al propose global
feature warping but apply it directly to pixel values rather
than feature vectors, again for palmprint recognition. The same
paper proposes the gaussianisation of image patches, which is
similar to sliding window-based feature warping but again it
is applied directly to pixel values and additionally requires
a cumbersome weighting window to smooth discontinuities.
In [26], Struc et al propose a histogram remapping technique
for face recognition, however, this differs from feature warping
as it is applied at the preprocessing stage to raw pixel
intensities and does not perform any local normalisation, for
example with a sliding window.
In the remainder of this section, we first describe the feature
warping technique in general, following the description of
Pelecanos and Sridharan in [15], before adapting the technique
to the task of face authentication.
Feature warping is applied independently to each dimension
of a sequence of feature vectors. Values in a given dimension
are warped in the context of a neighbouring region or window.
Specifically, a sliding window is exhaustively applied across
values such that the value central to each instance of the
window is transformed (or warped) to a new value. The central
point is warped to a value m according to its rank R within
the window of N values (in descending order) according to
the following equation (Equation 5 of [15]),
N + 12 −R
N
=
∫ m
−∞
h(z)dz. (9)
In the specific case of warping the features to match a standard
normal distribution, as in [15],
h(z) =
1√
2pi
exp
(
−z
2
2
)
. (10)
We would like to solve for the output value m, as a function
of the rank of the input value, R. From (9) and (10),
N + 12 −R
N
=
1
2
erf
(√
1
2
m
)
+
1
2
(11)
∴ m (R) =
√
2 erf−1
(
N + 1− 2R
N
)
. (12)
Given that the size of the window is fixed, m (R) can be pre-
calculated for all of the possible ranks R = 1, 2, . . . , N . This
helps reduce the computational load of feature warping. For
each feature value one need simply determine the rank, R,
with respect to the surrounding values and look up the output
value m (R).
Although initially developed for speech features that vary
in a single dimension (time), FW can readily be applied to
features extracted from a facial image by retaining the two-
dimensional contextual relationship between feature vectors.
Figure 2 presents an overview of the procedure. We first
reconstruct a 2D grid of values corresponding to a particular
DCT coefficient, according to the position of the block of
pixels from which each feature vector was extracted. A square
sliding window of N =M ×M points, with M an odd
integer, is then used to apply the feature warping function to
the value in the centre of the window, as described previously.
It should be noted that an edge of (M − 1) /2 feature vectors
is dropped from the grid of values, since a complete window
of neighbouring values does not exist near the edges. Hence,
feature warping slightly reduces the number of feature vectors
for each image. We also propose an alternative formulation,
referred to as global feature warping. In this case, each point
is warped according to its rank R with respect to the K
values across the entire image, rather than its rank within a
window of N neighbouring values. Both proposed techniques
are evaluated in Section VI.
V. DATABASES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS
For evaluation of the proposed techniques, we chose to
restrict ourselves to publicly-available databases with separate
training, development and test sets to allow for unbiased
evaluation. Unfortunately, some popular databases such as
FRGC [27] and LFW [28] were thus not applicable, as they do
not include separate development and test sets2. We therefore
chose to evaluate the proposed normalisation techniques on the
challenging BANCA, SCface and MOBIO databases. These
databases were selected due to their challenging conditions,
relevance to forensics and security applications, and well-
defined protocols that include training, development and test
sets in which subjects are disjoint.
Performance is reported in terms of equal error rate (EER)
on the development set for which a decision threshold is
found. This threshold is then applied to scores from the unseen
test set to obtain a half total error rate (HTER), so as to
measure the expected performance in a real world situation.
For evaluating the statistical significance of improvements
in HTER, we use the methodology proposed by equation
(15) and Figure 2 of [29], with a one-tailed test. In this
work we use C = 512 GMM components. In preliminary
experiments, using more components led to only marginal
gains at a prohibitive computational cost. Tuning of other
system hyper-parameters (block size, DCT coefficients, feature
2In the FRGC database, 153 subjects occur in both the training set as well
as the test set, and there is no publicly-available development set. In the LFW
database, 758 image pairs in the training/development set (View 1) are exactly
repeated in the test set (View 2).
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Fig. 2. 2D feature warping for face authentication
warping window size) was consistently based on minimising
the EER on the development set only.
A. BANCA English
We report results on the Pooled (P) protocol of the BANCA
(English) database [30]. According to this protocol, subjects
were enrolled using 5 images acquired under controlled light-
ing conditions and probe images were taken from controlled,
degraded and adverse lighting conditions. Figure 3a provides
an example of the variation that exists between images of the
same subject. The g1 and g2 groups of subjects (26 each) were
used as the development and test sets, respectively, providing
in each case a total of 2,730 scores (1,170 target trials, 1,560
impostor trials). The UBM was trained from 200 images of 20
subjects in the separate world data set. As score normalisation
was empirically found to be more effective when using a set
of subjects disjoint from those in the UBM training set, g1
was used to normalise the scores for g2, and vice-versa. For
T-norm, the enrolment data of the appropriate set was used to
create the set of cohort models, while for Z-norm, the cohort
set was formed from the appropriate set of probe images.
B. SCface
The Surveillance Cameras face database (SCface) [31] was
acquired using commercially available surveillance equipment,
in a range of challenging and realistic conditions. A face
authentication protocol for SCface, based on the DayTime
tests scenario [31], has recently been proposed [32] and made
available online3. According to this protocol, facial images
taken by five surveillance cameras at three specified distances
(close, medium, far) are compared to a model trained using a
single high-resolution mugshot image (See Figure 3b).
The world and test sets include 43 subjects while 44 subjects
are included in the development set. There are 15 surveillance
images from each subject to use as probe images, which for
the test set results in 645 target trials and 27,090 impostor
trials. Results are reported for a combined protocol, in which
each probe image was assumed to originate from an unknown
camera at an unknown distance. Two-thirds of the world data
was used for UBM training (29 subjects), while the other third
3http://scface.org/
(14 subjects) was used for score normalisation. To match the
enrolment and probe procedure, the T-norm cohort models
were enrolled using the mugshot images, while the Z-norm co-
hort was formed from the surveillance probe images.
During pre-processing, low resolution images were upsam-
pled where necessary. For experiments on SCface only, images
were not pre-processed using Tan & Triggs normalisation, as
it did not improve performance in this case.
C. MOBIO
The MOBIO database contains videos of 150 participants
captured in challenging real-world conditions using mobile
phone cameras over a one and a half year period [33] (see
Figure 3c for example images). The MOBIO protocol is
supplied with the database4 and defines three non-overlapping
partitions: world (training), development and testing. The
development and testing partitions are defined in a gender-
dependent manner, such that subjects’ models are only probed
by images from subjects of the same gender. We chose to
use the training data in a gender-independent manner to be
consistent with the other databases, though future work could
investigate gender-dependent training.
The distributors of the MOBIO database recently released a
still-image protocol [32] which includes one image extracted
from each video with manually annotated eye locations. Sub-
jects were enrolled using 5 images each, as defined in the
protocol, with a total of 42 and 58 subjects in the development
and test sets, respectively. Across the male and female proto-
cols, the development sets contain 4410 target trials and 90090
impostor trials while the test sets contain 6090 target trials and
187530 impostor trials. We use MOBIO.mal and MOBIO.fem
to refer to the male and female protocols respectively.
From the full training data set containing 9,579 images of 50
subjects, a subset of 1,224 images of 34 subjects (36 images
each) was used for UBM training, while the remaining 16
subjects were used for score normalisation. For Z-norm, we
use all of the images from the training set of the 16 cohort
subjects. For T-norm, in order to best replicate the enrolment
conditions, we enrol cohort models from the first 5 images of
each session for each cohort subject.
4http://www.idiap.ch/dataset/mobio
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(a) BANCA database: controlled, degraded, and adverse scenarios.
(b) SCface database: enrolment/mugshot image; probe images from close,
medium and far distances.
(c) MOBIO database.
Fig. 3. Example images showing a wide range of within-subject variation.
B D
BANCA SCface MOBIO.mal MOBIO.fem
dev test dev test dev test dev test
4 16 28.8 22.6 45.8 46.4 18.8 17.1 15.2 26.7
8 28 15.6 14.8 35.5 36.2 10.7 11.9 9.8 19.6
12 45 11.9 12.8 32.6 30.0 9.1 13.0 11.6 18.1
16 66 13.9 13.4 32.6 31.7 9.4 14.7 14.0 21.3
20 66 13.9 13.5 30.3 29.8 10.2 16.8 17.1 24.3
24 91 15.5 14.5 32.3 31.5 10.6 17.6 18.1 25.6
TABLE I
THE EFFECT OF BLOCK SIZE, B ×B, AND NUMBER OF 2D-DCT
COEFFICIENTS, D (% EER ON DEV SET, % HTER ON TEST SET).
VI. RESULTS
A. Baseline system tuning
The system was first tuned to optimise the block size, B ×
B, and number of 2D-DCT coefficients, D, retained during
feature extraction. Table I shows that B = 12 provided the best
results on BANCA. Considering MOBIO male and females
jointly, the best results were obtained using a block size of
B = 8 or B = 12. A larger block size of B = 20 was
optimal on the SCface database, which may be due to the low
resolution of the images. The optimised block sizes were also
found to generalise quite well to the test sets. The remainder of
this study uses B = 12 for BANCA and MOBIO and B = 20
for SCface experiments.
B. Feature Normalisation
The feature normalisation techniques of MVN and feature
warping were evaluated on each database. Figure 4 illustrates
the effect of changing the feature warping window size, in
terms of performance on the development set of each database.
Interestingly, a small window of 9×9 was optimal for BANCA
evaluations, 7×7 for MOBIO, while a larger window of 15×15
was best for the lower resolution images in SCface.
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Fig. 4. Effect of feature warping sliding window size (% EER on dev set).
Table II compares MVN, sliding window-based feature
warping (with tuned window size), and global FW to the
baseline configuration. Several interesting trends can be ob-
served in the table. While no single technique provided
the best performance across all databases, feature warping
consistently reduced the error rate when compared to the
baseline. Furthermore, for BANCA and MOBIO, there was a
consistent improvement from sliding window-based FW when
compared to global FW. However, the same was not the case
for SCface, which has much lower resolution images than the
other databases. This may have been due to the relatively low
amount of information contained within each region of a lower
resolution image. We explored this hypothesis by artificially
reducing the resolution of the BANCA images as follows.
After image registration, eye centres are placed 33 pixels apart
(see Section II-A). In the SCface database, the average distance
for probe images before registration is 19.6 pixels. Therefore,
to simulate images of a similar original resolution, cropped
BANCA images were downsampled by a factor of 1.7, then
upsampled by the same factor, except for enrolment images,
which were kept at full resolution as in SCface. Then, we
repeated the feature warping experiments on this artificially
downsampled version of the BANCA database. As shown in
Figure 5, the evidence supports the hypothesis that a larger
window should be used for lower resolution images, and that
the gain from sliding window-based FW when compared to
global FW is indeed lessened in this case. For BANCA, using
a window rather than global FW provides a 16% relative
reduction in EER for the full resolution images, versus 5%
for the downsampled images.
Finally, using global feature warping was not found to
significantly improve performance compared to the simpler
technique of (global) mean and variance normalisation. This
suggests that the rank-based distribution mapping function
of feature warping, i.e. (12) was not critical for feature
normalisation in this case, and that normalising by the mean
and variance in each feature dimension was sufficient.
Overall, substantial relative improvements were achieved
by applying the best feature normalisation procedure for each
database, with a 16% improvement on the SCface test set using
MVN, and 30% on BANCA, 15% for MOBIO (male) and
9% for MOBIO (female) using the proposed feature warping
technique. Each improvement is statistically significant at a
level of at least 99%.
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Fig. 5. The effect of feature warping sliding window size for the BANCA
database, using either the standard full resolution images or a set of probe
images that have been artificially reduced in resolution (% EER on dev set).
BANCA SCface MOBIO.mal MOBIO.fem
System dev test dev test dev test dev test
Baseline 11.9 12.8 30.3 29.8 9.1 13.0 11.6 18.1
MVN 11.0 11.1 23.9 25.1 8.9 11.9 10.3 18.2
FW (window) 9.3 8.9 29.1 28.8 8.8 11.0 10.0 16.5
FW (global) 11.1 10.8 25.2 25.7 8.7 11.8 10.9 18.4
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF FEATURE NORMALISATION TECHNIQUES (% EER ON
DEV SET, % HTER ON TEST SET).
C. Score Normalisation
Table III details results on the evaluated databases when
applying Z-, T- and ZT-norm to the baseline configuration.
First we consider the results on the BANCA and SCface
databases, followed by MOBIO results.
Results on BANCA and SCface: In these cases,
Z-norm provided little benefit over the baseline configuration,
while T-norm offered relative reductions in HTER of between
25% and 39%, which are statistically significant at a level
exceeding 99.99%. This suggests that variations in score
distributions are mostly due to variation between probe im-
ages, rather than between subject models. This is reasonable,
especially considering the drastic differences between probe
images taken in controlled, degraded and adverse scenarios
in the BANCA database, and between probe images from
different surveillance cameras in the SCface database. In
contrast, all subject models are enrolled with images from
relatively consistent conditions (i.e. the controlled scenario
for BANCA, and a mugshot image for SCface). The use of
Z-norm in combination with T-norm (ZT-norm) did, however,
provide some further improvements in BANCA trials.
It was hypothesised that the reason for the limited gain
observed from Z-norm may be due to the large variation in
conditions between images in the development, test and cohort
data sets. To test this hypothesis, an analysis was performed
to demonstrate the effect of selecting a Z-norm cohort that
better matches the probe image. For this purpose, more refined
Z-norm cohort data sets were created by selecting subsets
of images taken in similar conditions. For BANCA, the
subsets are the pre-defined controlled, adverse, and degraded
conditions. For SCface, the subsets correspond to the three pre-
BANCA SCface MOBIO.mal MOBIO.fem
System dev test dev test dev test dev test
Baseline 11.9 12.8 30.3 29.8 9.1 13.0 11.6 18.1
Z-norm 12.6 11.8 30.8 29.6 9.1 12.1 10.5 18.6
T-norm 8.8 7.8 22.7 22.0 9.8 11.7 12.7 16.6
ZT-norm 8.3 7.0 23.3 22.7 10.1 11.2 10.7 19.0
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF SCORE NORMALISATION TECHNIQUES (% EER ON DEV
SET, % HTER ON TEST SET).
BANCA SCface
System dev test dev test
Baseline 11.9 12.8 30.3 29.8
Z-norm 12.6 11.8 30.8 29.6
ZT-norm 8.3 7.0 23.3 22.7
Z-norm (condition-specific) 7.5 7.2 30.0 30.0
ZT-norm (condition-specific) 7.4 5.8 23.2 22.7
TABLE IV
RESULTS OF USING A CONDITION-SPECIFIC COHORT SUBSET FOR Z-NORM
(% EER ON DEV SET, % HTER ON TEST SET).
defined camera distances close, medium, and far. To perform
Z-normalisation for each trial, the subset of the Z-norm cohort
is used that matches the corresponding conditions of the probe
image. The results of this approach, referred to as condition-
specific normalisation, are listed in Table IV. On the BANCA
database, selecting a Z-norm cohort to better match the specific
probe image conditions provided considerable improvements,
while this was not observed for SCface.
Results on MOBIO: In this case, results showed lim-
ited gains from Z-norm, consistent with the results on the
other databases. This is also consistent with the findings
of [10], which applied Z-norm to the FERET and CAS-
PEAL databases with limited gains (particularly on CAS-
PEAL, when using a Fisherface classifier rather than the
GMM classifier used in this work). With respect to T-norm,
gains were observed on the MOBIO test set but not on the
development set, for both male and female subjects.
Analysis of T-norm results: The key aspect of T-norm is
the estimation of the impostor score distribution for each
probe image, from which the scaling parameters µ and σ
are applied to normalise the scores. If this estimated impostor
score distribution is not well-matched to the actual impostor
score distribution, it stands to reason that T-norm will be less
effective. Therefore, an analysis was performed to evaluate the
accuracy of impostor score distribution estimation for each
data set. The metric chosen to represent score distribution
mismatch is the per-image mean Kullback-Leibler divergence,
MKL =
1
N
N∑
j=1
KL (pj ||qj) (13)
where N is the number of images, pj is the score distribution
for the image estimated using the models of actual impostors
(i.e. subjects in the same data set as the image), while qj is the
score distribution estimated from the T-norm cohort models.
As can be seen from Table V, in the cases where T-norm sub-
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BANCA SCface MOBIO.mal MOBIO.fem
dev test dev test dev test dev test
Error rate change (%) -26 -39 -25 -26 8 -10 9 -8
Mean KL-divergence 0.09 0.11 0.18 0.17 0.37 0.25 1.40 0.52
TABLE V
CHANGE IN ERROR RATE CAUSED BY T-NORM, COMPARED TO MEAN
KL-DIVERGENCE BETWEEN ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL IMPOSTOR SCORE
DISTRIBUTIONS.
stantially reduced the error rate (e.g. on the BANCA and
SCface databases), the estimated impostor score distributions
were particularly well-matched to the scores observed for
the real impostors (i.e. the mean KL-divergence was low).
In contrast, on the MOBIO database, the mismatch was
consistently worse on the development set, compared to the
test set (particularly for female subjects), which corresponds
to the increase in error rate observed on the development
sets. This evidence supports the original hypothesis that the
T-norm technique is less effective when there is a mismatch
between the estimated impostor score distribution and the
actual impostor score distribution. While this is a difficult
problem to solve, it is reasonable to expect that increasing
the size of the cohort should improve the estimation of score
distributions. In comparison, for speaker authentication it has
been shown that performance improves with an increase in
T-norm cohort size up to 50 speaker models [8] and in some
cases hundreds or thousands of models have been used [34].
Further analysis was performed to investigate the effect
of T-norm cohort size. In Figure 6, the plots on the left-
hand side show the effect of reducing the T-norm cohort
set size on the mean KL-divergence. There is clear evidence
that the use of a larger cohort improves the estimation of
the impostor score distributions, with a lower divergence
observed for larger cohort sets. The plots on the right-hand
side show the corresponding error rate achieved after applying
T-norm. For the databases tested in this work, considerable
gains are achieved even with small cohort of 10–20 people,
with some evidence that larger cohorts may further improve
accuracy. These results suggest that in future work, in addition
to increasing the size of the cohort, intelligently selecting
cohort members may prove important, as has been investigated
previously for speaker authentication [34].
D. Combining Normalisation Techniques
Table VI presents the results of applying score normali-
sation in conjunction with each of the feature normalisation
techniques described in Section IV. It can be observed that
score normalisation is highly complementary to each feature
normalisation technique. As described earlier, for feature nor-
malisation MVN provided the best performance on SCface
while BANCA and MOBIO results were further improved
by sliding window-based FW. Table VI shows that when
T-norm was applied in addition to this feature normalisation,
further relative improvements of 45%, 37%, 7% and 9% were
achieved on the BANCA, SCface, MOBIO (male) and MOBIO
(female) test sets, respectively. This combination of feature
and score normalisation techniques thus resulted in overall
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Fig. 6. Results for (top to bottom:) BANCA, SCface, MOBIO (male) and
MOBIO (female) databases, showing the effect of reducing the T-norm cohort
set size on (left-hand side:) the mean KL-divergence between estimated and
actual impostor score distributions and (right-hand side:) the corresponding
error rate (% EER on dev set, % HTER on test set) achieved after T-norm is
applied.
improvements of 62%, 47%, 22% and 17% relative to the
respective baseline results. Each improvement is statistically
significant at a level exceeding 99.99%.
Table VII compares our results on the BANCA database
to recently published work. For comparison, we report the
HTER on the test set (g2), development set (g1)5, and the
average. Note that while Rua et al [13] used automatic face
extraction from the BANCA videos, the other studies used the
pre-selected images from each video as in this work. While the
primary goal of this article was to provide an analysis of the
effects of score and feature normalisation, Table VII further
shows that our results are competitive with the state-of-the-art.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a novel study of score normalisation
and feature normalisation for GMM-based face authentica-
5This is obtained by applying the EER threshold from g2.
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BANCA SCface MOBIO.mal MOBIO.fem
System dev test dev test dev test dev test
Baseline 11.9 12.8 30.3 29.8 9.1 13.0 11.6 18.1
+ Z-norm 12.6 11.8 30.8 29.6 9.1 12.1 10.5 18.6
+ T-norm 8.8 7.8 22.7 22.0 9.8 11.7 12.7 16.6
+ ZT-norm 8.3 7.0 23.3 22.7 10.1 11.2 10.7 19.0
MVN 11.0 11.1 23.9 25.1 8.9 11.9 10.3 18.2
+ Z-norm 12.2 10.6 25.0 25.7 8.6 11.2 9.3 18.6
+ T-norm 8.0 6.2 16.7 15.7 9.3 10.9 12.2 16.6
+ ZT-norm 7.8 6.1 16.7 16.4 9.2 10.5 10.7 20.4
FW (window) 9.3 8.9 29.1 28.8 8.8 11.0 10.0 16.5
+ Z-norm 9.2 8.9 29.6 29.6 9.1 10.8 9.2 17.2
+ T-norm 6.9 4.9 23.2 22.3 9.4 10.2 11.8 15.0
+ ZT-norm 6.3 5.5 23.2 22.5 9.7 10.4 10.4 17.1
FW (global) 11.1 10.8 25.2 25.7 8.7 11.8 10.9 18.4
+ Z-norm 11.5 10.6 25.2 26.2 8.5 11.3 9.6 18.7
+ T-norm 8.5 6.1 17.0 16.5 8.9 10.9 12.3 16.5
+ ZT-norm 7.5 6.3 17.3 16.0 9.0 10.5 10.7 20.8
TABLE VI
SCORE NORMALISATION IN COMBINATION WITH FEATURE
NORMALISATION (% EER ON DEV SET, % HTER ON TEST SET).
System Dev Test Average
Ru´a et al [13] 10.6 9.8 10.2
Ahonen et al [35] - - 9.1
Chan et al [23] - - 5.4
FW (window) + T-norm 7.0 4.9 5.9
TABLE VII
A COMPARISON TO PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED RESULTS (% HTER) FOR
THE P PROTOCOL OF THE BANCA ENGLISH DATABASE.
tion. For score normalisation, the probe-centric method of
T-norm was particularly useful, with results suggesting that
T-norm is an effective way to reduce the effects of probe image
variability for open-set face authentication. Analysis further
showed that Z-norm can improve performance if the cohort
images are well-matched to the condition of the probe images.
For feature normalisation, the proposed feature warping tech-
nique consistently reduced the face authentication error rate
across all databases, when compared to the baseline. Together,
these experimental results demonstrate that these techniques
can significantly improve authentication accuracy, and confirm
that these techniques generalise well from speaker to face
authentication.
In future work, we aim to apply feature warping both in the
space and time dimensions to face videos. This could improve
the robustness of visual features to noise that is time-varying,
for example, variations in pose, illumination and expression
throughout a video. It would also be interesting to see if the
results in this work generalise to approaches other than GMM-
based systems. The use of additional training data from a
combination of databases will also be explored.
With this work, we have successfully generalised normali-
sation methods across two very different biometric modalities.
This should provide encouragement to those pursuing the con-
solidation of biometric research and fostering cross-pollination
of ideas across modalities.
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